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INTRODUCTION

This Natural Heritage Background Study Report has been prepared as technical support for the East
Woodstock Secondary Plan and Design Study. This Study provides the framework for environmentally
sound planning decisions and reasoned management of natural resources for the area.
In keeping with the requirements of the Terms of Reference, this report is comprised of; 1) an evaluation
of the existing natural heritage features (Section 2.0), 2) identification of constraints and opportunities
(Section 3.0), 3) a Natural Heritage Strategy for the protection and enhancement of natural heritage
features and processes within the study area (Section 4.0), and 4) site specific Environmental Impact
Study requirements (Section 4.2).

1.1

Study Area

The study area lands are located within the eastern part of the City of Woodstock and are bordered by
Blandford Road to the east, Oxford County Road 2 to the south, Township Road 3 to the north and
Oxford County Road 4 to the west. Highway No. 401 transects the eastern portion of the study area on a
diagonal running northeast to south west approximately.

The future Toyota Motor Engineering &

Manufacturing North America (TEMA) facility is situated in the center of the study area. To the
northwest, a portion of lands owned by the Upper Thames River Conservation Authority are also included
in the study area and are adjacent to the Gordon Pittock Reservoir.
Map 1-1 presents an aerial view of the study area.
Current land uses comprise mainly of active and inactive farm lands with wetland areas. Schedule B-1 of
Oxford County’s Official Plan currently identifies these areas as Agricultural Reserve and Environmental
Protection. As well, Schedule C-1 of the same OP further designates the Environmental Protection areas
as Provincially Significant Wetlands, Locally Significant Natural Heritage Features and Conservation
Authority Land.

Other wetlands, not identified within the Official Plan, include the BB2D Non-

provincially Significant Wetland to the west and
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Map 1-1: Aerial View of Study Area
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the Eastwood Non-Provincially Significant Wetland located to the east of the study area lands. Isolated
woodland patches also occur scattered throughout the study area.
Figure 1-1 presents the Environmental Features designations as outlined in Schedule C-1 of the Oxford
County Official Plan. Environmental features within the study area include: Locally Significant Natural
Heritage Features, Provincially Significant Wetlands and Significant Valleylands. In our opinion, no
distinct valley landforms as defined under the Ministry of Natural Resources’ Natural Heritage Reference
Manual, occur within the study area. Therefore, Significant Valleylands were not studied as part of this,
“East Woodstock Secondary Plan and Design Study: Natural Heritage Background Study”.

1.2

Study Scope & Objectives

The intent of this study is to establish an environmentally sound Natural Heritage Strategy for the subject
lands of the East Woodstock Secondary Plan and Design Study including determination of appropriate
land use designations. These recommendations adhere to specific Environmental Resource Policy goals as
set out in Section 3.2.2 of the County of Oxford’s Official Plan as follows:
¾ Achieve net environmental gain through the protection and conservation of
existing natural features, the maintenance of existing ecological functions and
the creation of new environmental features, wherever possible.
¾ Preserve and protect lands and water identified by the Province, County and
Area Municipalities as significant natural areas by designating such features as
Environmental Protection Areas on the Land Use Schedules.
¾ Ensure the viability of protected natural areas through the development of the
Natural Heritage System by linking environmentally protected areas and open
spaces via a series of natural or open space corridors.
As stated in our Terms of Reference, the following tasks were conducted in order to achieve the goals
above; 1) a review of existing background documentation, 2) aquatic/terrestrial field investigations, 3)
development of environmental constraints and opportunities and 4) development of a Natural Heritage
Strategy which includes recommendations for future site-specific Environmental Impact Studies.
Appendix “A” contains a copy of the Terms of Reference (ToR) developed for this Natural Heritage
Strategy. Figure 1-2 presents a schematic of the Natural Heritage Study process.
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Figure 1-1: Official Plan Designations (Schedule C-1)
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Figure 1-2: Natural Heritage Background Study Process
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Background Study Review

The subject lands have been subject for many studies. Some of these studies provide a general overview
of environmental features, whereas others provide detail with regard to specific areas. Key studies
relevant to the subject lands include but are not limited to:
¾ Toyota Motor Engineering & Manufacturing North America (TEMA) Woodstock Manufacturing
Facility Environmental Impact Study, Earth Tech Canada Inc. (2006).
¾ North Woodstock Watershed Report Card, UTRCA (2001).
¾ Ministry of Natural Resources Wetland Evaluations,
¾ Transportation Environmental Study Report for Highway 401, Ministry of Transportation (2002),
¾ Draft City of Woodstock Natural Heritage Inventory, UTRCA (2006).

The information from these studies has been incorporated in Section 2.0 to aid in the description of the
existing ecological features.
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EXISTING ECOLOGICAL RESOURCES

The following section describes the existing conditions within the subject lands for this study. This
component provides the rationale for the recommended protection measures described in the Natural
Heritage Strategy component of this report (Section 4.0).
The description of the existing environment within the study area has been prepared through 1) the
compilation of data and mapping from existing information sources including: Official Plan mapping,
wetland evaluations and mapping from the Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR), floodplain mapping,
vegetation surveys and other resource information from the Upper Thames River Conservation Authority
(UTRCA) and the Grand River Conservation Authority (GRCA), and data and mapping from other
studies conducted for portions of the study area, and 2) site-specific field investigations of properties
within the study area.

2.1

Landowner Consent for Access to Properties

Prior to the commencement of any field investigations, properties requiring landowner consent were
identified through the use of an overlay of property assessment mapping and aerial photography showing
natural resources boundaries.

Landowners were contacted first through a letter from the City of

Woodstock explaining the purpose and intent of the study. Following issuance of the contact letter,
landowners were contacted via phone by Earth Tech to request permission for access. Earth Tech did not
access properties where landowners did not grant permission for access or contact was not established.
Where site access was not obtained, aerial photograph interpretation and road side investigations were
conducted. Overall, access was granted by a sufficient number of landowners to enable a suitable level of
investigations for the completion of this study.
Figure 2-1 presents those properties where site access was obtained.
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Upper Thames
River
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Ontario Ministry of
Natural Resources

Ontario Ministry
of Transportation

- Lands where permission was acquired

Figure 2-1: Properties Where Site Access Was Obtained

2.2

Regional and Watershed Context

Located in the heart of southwestern Ontario, Canada, the small City of Woodstock is primarily a rural,
farming community situated immediately north of Highway 401 in Oxford County, between the larger
cities of Kitchener and London, Ontario. The study area lies mainly within the North Woodstock
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Subwatershed, east of the City of Woodstock, one of 27 subwatersheds in the Upper Thames River
Watershed and partly within the Grand River Watershed.
The landscape is typical of a post glacial landscape, being characterized by drumlins and till plains,
moraines eskers, with areas of spill way and clay plain. The Oxford Till Plain covers most of Oxford
County and is comprised of flat to gently rolling surface broken by deeply incised glacial melt-water
channels and rolling hummocky end moraines or isolated kames. Surface waters drain either into Lake
St. Clair via the Thames River or to Lake Erie via the Grand River.
Swamp features throughout the County are a result of naturally poor drainage of the clay plain.
According to the County of Oxford’s Official Plan, the majority of the natural features occur within 2 to 3
kilometres radius of the study area, primarily to the north and northwest. The transportation corridor of
Highway 401 separates the Upper Thames River Watershed from the Grand River Watershed in this area.
The main environmental features around the study area are dominated by wetlands, which are clustered to
the north on either side of the separating watershed boundary.

2.2

Bedrock, Soils & Surficial Geology

To determine site geology, landforms and soils, background documents comprising of geological,
bedrock and soil mapping along with aerial photography were referenced. Further to this review, a series
of soil pits, in conjunction with the vegetation community investigations, were conducted.
A preliminary review of the 1991 1:100,000 Ontario Geological Survey Map No. 2544, “Bedrock
Geology of Ontario, Southern Sheet” suggests that regional bedrock types for the subject property and
surrounding area consist of Middle Devonian limestone, dolostone and shale of the Detroit River Group
and Onondaga Formation. Further, no evidence of bedrock outcropping was found within the subject site.
A review of the 1961 1:63,360 Department of Soils, Ontario Agricultural College, University of Guelph,
“Soil Map of Oxford County, Ontario” Soil Survey Report No.28 indicate that soils in the general vicinity
of the study area are clay loam, described as the “Huron Series”. Soil investigations revealed silty sand,
silty loam and organic soil textures.
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Terrain and Surface Drainage

The topography of the terrain around and including the study area is gently rolling with no hazardous
slopes or deeply entrenched corridors. The overall grades of the lands gradually slope to the north and
northwest towards the Gordon-Pittock Reservoir and also to the southwest considering that the subject
lands straddle the boundary between the Upper Thames River Watershed and Grand River Watershed.
Map 2-1 shows the contours of the surrounding terrain and illustrates the overland flow drainage patterns
and waterbodies on the subject property.
The Lock Drain branch (i.e. section that flows from the north) and the Lampman Drain branch (section
that flows from the east), which converge further downstream forming the Lampman-Lock Drain on
TEMA’s property and further outlets into the Gordon-Pittock Reservoir, is the only watercourse within
the subject site.
Surface water drainage in the vicinity of the study area generally slopes towards the Lampman-Lock
Drain and ultimately into the Gordon Pittock Reservoir, located on the South Thames River. The gently
rolling lands in the study area direct overland flows locally into tiled drains, small waterbodies associated
with wetlands, catchment drains, and the tributaries of the drain itself (i.e. Lock branch and Lampman
branch). Ultimately, all surface water is collected, stored and redirected to the main channel of the
Lampman-Lock Drain.
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7Map 2-1: Aquatic Resources
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Aquatic Resources

With respect to the East Woodstock Secondary Plan and Design Study boundary, the majority of the
aquatic features occur within the Upper Thames River Watershed (i.e. west of Highway 401). However,
various surface water conveyance watercourses (e.g. tile drains, swales, and intermittent channels) occur
within the Grand River Watershed portion to the east of Highway 401. Lastly, various small ponds and
the Lampman-Lock Drain (i.e. the main aquatic feature) occur within the Upper Thames River Watershed
portion to the west and northwest side of the study area. The watershed boundary line that separates the
study area into two (2) distinct drainage networks and delineates their respective watercourses is
illustrated on Map 2-1.
To characterize and assess the watercourses within the study area, a field survey and a detailed aquatic
habitat assessment was undertaken. The purpose of these tasks was to characterize and document the
existing aquatic conditions as it relates to the East Woodstock Secondary Plan and Design Study with the
City of Woodstock.
2.4.1

Field Investigation Methods

On April 25th and June 28th 2006, Earth Tech conducted field survey’s to identify and confirm all
watercourses within the study area. In addition, both the UTRCA and the GRCA were consulted to
acquire existing mapping and other documentation pertaining to their respective watercourses.

To accurately characterize and document the available aquatic habitat in the watercourses (if
necessary) that flow through the study area, the chosen field methodology consisted of: 1) filling
out Earth Tech’s own standardized “Aquatic Habitat Assessment Records” derived from the
MNRs Ontario Stream Assessment Protocol, 2) aquatic habitat features mapping, 3) review of
existing background information, and 4) visual observations. Where water was present, major
aquatic habitat characteristics were estimated including wetted width and depth, observations of substrate,
in-stream cover, canopy cover, riffle/pool definition, and availability of woody debris.
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If water was not present, observations were made with respect to probability of seasonal fish habitat and
general morphological characteristics of the watercourse.

The results of these assessments are

summarized below and separated by watershed. A representative photo was included to supplement the
text descriptions for the main aquatic features.
2.4.2 UTRCA Watershed
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) has developed a streamlined and a consistent province-wide system
for characterizing and maintaining agricultural/municipal drains in Ontario called the Municipal Drain
Classification System. The following table summarizes this management tool:
Table 2-1 - Fisheries and Oceans’ Municipal Drain Classification System
Type Flow

Temperature

Species

Time Since
Last Clean
Out
n/a

Authorization

A

permanent

cold/cool/
unknown

no trout
or salmon

B

permanent

warm

less than 10
years

class B

warm

top predators
(bass, pike,
muskie, crappie)
baitfish

C

permanent

n/a

class C

D

permanent

cold/cool/
unknown

trout and/or
salmon

n/a

project specific

E

permanent

warm

F

intermittent

n/a

top predators
(bass, pike,
muskie, crappie)
n/a

class A

project specific
n/a

conditional
(see back page)

Considering this system is based on previous knowledge of aquatic habitat and the occurrence of
distinctive fish species (e.g. baitfish, trout, pike), this tool can be useful as a “starting block” when
describing and characterizing drains such as the ones included in this Study Area.
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Lampman-Lock Drain
The main aquatic feature within the study area is the Lampman-Lock Drain, as shown on Map 2-1, which
is currently managed by the UTRCA as a Class E drain. All other watercourses are either tile drains,
installed to facilitate agricultural activities on these lands, or intermittent channels, which primarily serve
as surface water conveyance channels to transport water to the Gordon Pittock Reservoir. Recently, Earth
Tech Canada completed a comprehensive Environmental Impact Study (EIS) to facilitate the construction
of the new Toyota automobile manufacturing plant. Therefore, the entire Lampman-Lock Drain was
previously assessed and documented in detail to satisfy requirements listed in the County of Oxford’s
Official Plan and the Provincial Policy Statement. The following summarizes that information:
Physically, the Lampman-Lock Drain is a typical example of an agricultural drain that flows through open
fields and farm lands. Most of the channel has been altered or straightened over time to accommodate the
surrounding agricultural fields and pasture lands. A majority of the drain is exposed to the sun with large
areas of trampled banks and substrate due to unrestricted cattle access. Over time, this has caused the
banks to become unstable in some areas resulting in the high potential for downstream sedimentation,
slumping, and significant nutrient loadings from the cattle themselves combined with runoff from the
surrounding pasture lands (see Photo 2-1).
Overall habitat potential in Lampman-Lock Drain was found to be moderate to good, meaning that while
fish habitat was abundant and functional, many parts were significantly degraded due to channel
modifications (i.e. straightening) and lack of riparian buffers. As a result, some areas upstream have
“suffocated” in parts due to the excessive establishment of terrestrial grasses.
Generally speaking, the average wetted width ranged from 1.0 m to 2.0 m with depths ranging from 10
cm to 22 cm.

The substrate was predominantly silt with some sand deposits incorporated within.

Although the average water depth is relatively low and fish passage is restricted at times, there are some
large pools located along the drain, which provide oversummering habitat for small baitfish. Physically,
the riffle/run/pool sequencing is poor throughout primarily exhibiting long run flats with slow to
moderate current. Much of the upper sections contain abundant watercress which grows along the
margins of the banks indicating the presence of groundwater upwelling in many areas. Due to the
Project # 92422
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significant lack of canopy cover along the drain (i.e. mostly exposed), in-stream cover provides the bulk
of fish habitat in the Lampman-Lock Drain.
Overall, aquatic habitat in Lampman-Lock Drain is degraded in its lower reaches particularly near the
Gordon Pittock Reservoir. Although physical habitat conditions and likely water quality are not as good
due to water flowing through eroded and unprotected areas, the available habitat and, undoubtedly, water
quality in the upper reaches is significantly better. This is especially evident in the Lock Drain branch.
The clean groundwater inputs flowing down from the Lock and Lampman branches provide water quality
sufficient for northern pike and creek chub spawning, which has been observed and documented
immediately downstream of the Vansittart wetland.
The Lampman-Lock Drain is currently managed by the UTRCA as a Class E drain throughout all of its
reaches. Furthermore, certain areas contain both Type 1 (critical spawning) and Type 2 (generally
important) habitat as aforementioned. As such, any development in, over, under, or immediately adjacent
to this drain will require review by the UTRCA and possibly an Authorization for a Harmful Alteration,
Disruption, or Destruction of Fish Habitat (HADD) from Fisheries and Oceans Canada under Section
35(1) of the Federal Fisheries Act.

If a HADD is necessary, a Letter of Intent to Implement

Compensation and Mitigation Measures will be required and to satisfy DFOs “No Net Loss Policy” with
regards to fish habitat.
Gordon Pittock Reservoir
The Gordon Pittock Reservoir is located on the South Thames River along the northeast corner of the City
of Woodstock urban boundary. As seen on Map 2-1, the reservoir is the main receiving waterbody of all
watercourses on this side of the study area. According to the UTRCA, very little fisheries information
exists however; they also acknowledge that warmwater species (both sportfish and baitfish) reside in the
reservoir and likely in proximity to the Lampman-Lock Drain.
Generally, the reservoir is relatively shallow with fluctuating water levels, which is evident by the
massive amount of inundated, emergent vegetation along the shorelines (see Photo 2-2). In the spring,
this inundated emergent vegetation provides important spawning habitat for common carp (Cyprinus
carpio) and northern pike (Esox lucius); two species that are known to occur in the reservoir. Large
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numbers of spawning common carp have been observed within and immediately adjacent to the dense
aquatic vegetation throughout the area.
At the time of year, the entire shoreline is flanked with inundated, emergent vegetation approximately 4 –
5m in width. The water immediately adjacent to the emergent vegetation has a yellow/brown colouration
and is fairly turbid with depths ranging from 1.0 to 1.5m.

The substrate along the shore was

predominantly sand with dense mats of algae sitting on top with significantly more silt and muck closer
into shore (i.e. among the emergent vegetation). Overall, the aquatic habitat surrounding the entire
reservoir shoreline is homogeneous and undiversified. Over 90% of the inshore zone exhibits emergent
vegetation with shallow water and depositional substrates. However, this abundant in-stream and
overhead cover provides ideal spawning and rearing habitat for some warmwater species such as common
carp. It should be noted that numerous cyprinids have been observed in close proximity to shore, possibly
functioning as foraging habitat for known predatory species such as northern pike and largemouth bass
(Micropterus salmoides). Furthermore, numerous local residents use this reservoir as an angling location,
where bullheads, sunfish, and bass species are routinely caught.
Other Watercourses
The remaining watercourses within UTRCA jurisdiction (as seen on Map 2-1) are either intermittent open
drains (Class F), swales, or enclosed tile drains. Based on field investigations, none of them represent
direct fish habitat, except for one intermittent watercourse that flows along the east ditch-line parallel to
Highway 401 before eventually crossing under adjacent to the Eastwoods wetland. This particular section
is known to harbour brook stickleback (Culaea inconstans) in the shallow pools at the highway culvert.
This community is isolated due to the extensive tile drains located on the same system prior to draining
into the Lampman-Lock Drain. In addition, the other intermittent channels identified near the reservoir
may provide an indirect value to fish habitat along the receiving shoreline (i.e. organic enrichment,
nutrients, and food) (see Photo 2-3). Obviously, the extensive network of tiled drains function as water
drainage only and does not constitute fish habitat.
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Grand River Watershed

Within the small Grand River Watershed portion of the study area, the watercourses (as seen on Map 2-2)
consist of an intermittent watercourse, swales, and enclosed tile drains. Due to the length of some tile
drains, surrounding agricultural activity, and distance away from the nearest fish bearing waters, none of
these aquatic features represent fish habitat directly or indirectly. These watercourses primarily function
as surface water conveyance corridors either above ground or beneath (see Photo 2-4).

Photograph 2-1 - View of Lampman-Lock Drain:
Straightened, exposed conditions looking west

Photograph 2-3 - View of typical intermittent
watercourse near reservoir looking northwest

Project # 92422

Photograph 2-2 - View of Gordon Pittock Reservoir: Spring
flood conditions looking north west

Photograph 2-4 - View of tiled drain with catch basin under a
corn field looking west
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Terrestrial Resources

As a whole, the watershed is seen as being under forested with coverage of 13% while the target for
Southern Ontario is 25-30%. Of this 13% forested coverage within the watershed, most of it is present as
small strips and patches, providing little habitat of value for plants and animals that require forest interior.
Terrestrial investigations were undertaken within the natural features of the subject lands. The area was
divided up into sections according to dominant natural heritage features as follows.
Section 2.2.2 – Vansittart Woods Provincially Significant Wetland
Section 2.2.3 – Eastwood Non-Provincially Significant Wetland
Section 2.2.4 – BB2D Non-Provincially Significant Wetland
Section 2.2.5 – Upper Thames River Conservation Authority Lands
Section 2.2.6 – Miscellaneous Patches East of Highway 401
Section 2.2.7 – Miscellaneous Patches West of Highway 401
Map 2-2 presents the location of these features above.
2.5.1

Field Investigation Methods

Considering the terrestrial environment within the subject lands, natural features either consisted of
wetland or woodland communities, more or less. Because of this, field investigation methods differed
slightly. Data collected for all vegetation communities comprised of noting dominant species in the
canopy, sub-canopy and ground cover layers. If the community was considered wetland, vegetation
forms covering more than 25% of the community and the boundary where 50% of plants consisted of
upland species were noted in accordance with the Southern Ontario Wetland Evaluation Manual (OMNR,
2002). If the community was considered upland, communities were described using guidelines in the
Ecological Land Classification (ELC) for Southern Ontario Manual (Lee et al, 1998). A list of plant
species was conducted for each community whether it was considered wetland or upland.

Also,

representative photographs were also taken of key communities.
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Map 2-2: Existing Terrestrial Features
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Specific field investigations are described further below for each Section.
Map 2-3 presents the boundaries of the following vegetation communities within each Section.
Appendix B presents a list of plant species found in each section.
2.5.2

Vansittart Woods Provincially Significant Wetland (PSW)

Originally evaluated as two separate wetlands, the Vansittart Woods and Trotters Lake Wetlands were
complexed in September 1986, a combined effort between the Upper Thames River Conservation
Authority and Grand River Conservation Authority. The wetland complex in its entirety is 293 hectares
in size and is made up of fen (<1%), swamp (92%) and marsh (2%) communities. This wetland is the
focus of an Outdoors Education Centre visited by numerous elementary schools. A staffed interpretation
centre is located on Blandford Road and is run by the Thames Valley District School Board in
conjunction with the Ministry of Natural Resources. Woodchipped trails run through the lands to the
west of Highway 401.
The Vansittart Woods PSW is the dominant natural heritage feature within the subject lands. Field
investigations, conducted on June 23rd and June 29th 2006, were undertaken along the northern edge
adjacent to Township Road No. 3, within lands used for the Vansittart Woods Environmental Education
Centre and lands owned by a private landowner facing Oxford County Road No. 2. Tasks undertaken
consisted of wetland boundary confirmation, vegetation community delineation, a plant list and
representative photographs taken of key communities.
Wetland communities within the study area consist mainly of swamp communities and are described
within Table 2-2.
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Map 2-3: Vegetation Communities
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Table 2-2: Wetland Communities within Vansittart Woods PSW
Location

ELC Code

Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general
site conditions

SWD 6-2: Silver Maple
Organic Deciduous Swamp
Type

Vansittart
Woods PSW,
Lands south of
Highway 401

SWT 3-2: Willow Organic
Thicket Swamp Type

Canopy (70-90% trees): silver maple (Acer
saccharinum), red maple (Acer rubrum), white
elm (Ulmus americana), yellow birch (Betula
alleghaniensis), trembling aspen (Populus
tremuloides)

This community is a successionally maturing
community dominated primarily by species that are
replacing themselves, especially silver maple, and are
likely to remain an important component of the
community.

Groundcover: sensitive fern (Onoclea sensibilis),
jack-in-the-pulpit
(Arisaema
triphyllum),
jewelweed (Impatiens capensis), blueflag (Iris
versicolor), marsh marigold (Caltha palustris)
Dominant vegetation form: deciduous trees

Throughout the subject area, including TEMA’s
property, this community is the dominant community
for the Vansittart Wetland Patch. However, within
the lands south of Highway 401, this vegetation
composition occurs as isolated patches within a drier
community.

Other vegetation forms: herbaceous plants

Vernal pooling occurs throughout this community.

Canopy (>25% shrubs): willow shrubs (Salix
sp), red osier dogwood (Cornus stolonifera),
elderberry (Sambucus canadensis), black ash
(Fraxinus nigra),

This community occurs on privately owned lands
within the most western corner of the wetland south of
Highway 401.

Groundcover: lakebank sedge (Carex lacustris),
narrow-leaved meadow sweet (Spiraea alba),
spotted joe pye weed (Eupatorium maculatum),
jewelweed, sensitive fern, blueflag, climbing
Project # 92422

Overland drainage is directed to this community from
the surrounding farmlands where “wet spots” can be
seen on the aerial photograph.
Elemental occurrences of three individual regionally
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Location

ELC Code

Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general
site conditions

nightshade (Solanum dulcamara), small purple
fringed orchid (Platanthera psycodes).
Dominant vegetation form: tall shrubs

rare small purple fringed orchids were observed
during field investigations located beneath some
willow shrubs. Map 2-3 indicates the location of
these plants.

Other vegetation forms: deciduous trees, narrowleaved emergents, low shrubs, herbaceous plants
MAS 2-1: Cattail Mineral
Shallow Marsh Type

Emergents: broadleaf cattail (Typha latifolia),
reed-canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea), broadleaved sedge species (Carex sp)

This community is a consequence of a cattle
“watering hole” being overgrown and left to
regenerate.

Aquatic floating: pondweed (Potamogeton sp)

Now it is used as a water source for resident wildlife.
The current property owner has seen deer and
amphibians use this pond.

Dominant vegetation form: robust emergents

Vansittart
Woods PSW,
Lands north of
Highway 401

SWD 7-2: Yellow Birch
Organic Deciduous Swamp
Type

Other
vegetation
forms:
narrow-leaved
emergents, aquatics with a floating leaf

Open water 60%

Canopy (70-90% trees): yellow birch,
musclewood (Carpinus caroliniana), black ash,
red ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica), black walnut
(Juglans nigra), black cherry (Prunus serotina),
ironwood (Ostrya virginiana), trembling aspen,
white elm, cedar (Thuja occidentalis)

This community occurs within the wetland north of
Highway 401. A mixture of deciduous trees occur
throughout, however, yellow birch is slightly more
abundant than the rest of the tree species. A patch of
small yellow lady’s slipper were observed on the
boundaries of a coniferous plantation bordering
TEMA’s property.

Groundcover: poison ivy (Rhus radicans ssp.),
jack-in-the-pulpit, jewelweed, narrow-leaved
Project # 92422
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maturing
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Location

ELC Code

Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general
site conditions

sedge, broad-leaved sedge, creeping jennie
(Lysimachia nummularia), marsh marigold, skunk
cabbage (Symplocarpus foetidus), sensitive fern,
small yellow lady’s slipper (Cypripedium
calceolus L. var. parviflorum)

community dominated primarily by species that are
replacing themselves, and are likely to remain an
important component of the community.
Vernal pools occur throughout this community.

Dominant vegetation form: deciduous trees
Other vegetation forms: herbaceous plants
MAS 2-1: Cattail Mineral
Shallow Marsh Type

Emergents: broadleaf cattail (Typha latifolia),
reed-canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea), broadleaved sedge species (Carex sp)

This community is adjacent to Highway 401 and
occurs as an inclusion within upland communities.
Green frogs (Rana clamitans) were heard calling.

Aquatic floating: pondweed (Potamogeton sp)
Open water 60%
Dominant vegetation form: robust emergents
Other
vegetation
forms:
narrow-leaved
emergents, aquatics with a floating leaf
FOD 7-2: Fresh-Moist Ash
Lowland Deciduous Forest
Type

Canopy: trembling aspen, red ash, white elm,
silver maple, cottonwood (Populus deltoides)

This community occurs along the edge of a coniferous
plantation and as a mosaic with an upland sugar maple
community central to the patch.

Groundcover: sensitive fern
Trembling aspen, white elm, silver maple, red
ash, cottonwood, sensitive fern,
Project # 92422

This community, although not considered a wetland
community, but a lowland community in terms of
ELC methodology, does contain more than 50%
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Location

ELC Code

Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general
site conditions
wetland plants. Wetland plants being silver maple,
white elm and sensitive fern.

SAM 1: Mixed Shallow
Aquatic Ecosite

Emergent vegetation: cattail, reed canary grass
Aquatic: water lily (Nymphaea odorata)

These ponds occur along Township Road No. 3.
These provide excellent habitat for amphibians, turtles
and waterfowl species. Painted turtles were observed
basking on some logs and a pair of mallard ducks.

70-90% Open Water

SWD 6-2: Silver Maple
Organic Deciduous Swamp
Type

Canopy (70-90% trees): silver maple, red
maple, yellow birch, white elm, musclewood,
trembling aspen, black cherry
Groundcover: reed canary grass, sensitive fern,
blueflag, bladder sedge (Carex intumescens)
Dominant vegetation form: deciduous trees
Other vegetation forms: herbaceous plants

This community is a successionally maturing
community dominated primarily by species that are
replacing themselves, especially silver maple, and are
likely to remain an important component of the
community.
Throughout the subject area, including TEMA’s
property, this community is the dominant community
for the Vansittart Wetland Patch.
Vernal pooling occurs throughout this community.
Ducks observed swimming in vernal pools
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Wetland boundaries have not changed overall since the Vansittart Woods Wetland was last evaluated.
There is a discrepancy, however, within a patch located on privately owned lands (reference vegetation
communities 1a and 5c on Map 2-3) between Oxford County Road No. 2 and Old Township Road No. 2.
Here, vegetation communities consist of dominant sugar maple (Acer saccharinum) with bur oak
(Quercus macrocarpa), American beech (Fagus grandifolia) trees; hawthorn (Crataegus sp.), witch hazel
(Hamamelis virginiana), sugar maple regeneration, American beech regeneration shrubs; wild leek
(Allium tricoccum), wild lily of the valley (Maianthemum canadense), and trillium (Trillium sp)
groundcover species, all of which prefer dry soil conditions.
Also, the SWT 3-2 community was not originally included in the wetland mapping for Vansittart Woods
PSW. Considering the percentage of wetland plants (greater than 50%) and the occurrence of regionally
rare orchids, this community should be considered for inclusion.
Wildlife and Significant Flora

This Wetland Complex provides traditional migration/feeding habitat for endangered species such as Bald
Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) and other significant species
such as hog-nosed snake (Heterodon platyrhinos), pied-billed grebe (Podilymbus podiceps), blackcrowned night heron (Nycticorax nycticorax) and marsh wren (Cistothorus palustris).

Regionally

significant species such as leatherleaf (Chamaedaphne calyculata), ground cedar (Lycopodium
complanatum), silvery spleenwort (Deparia acrostichoides), golden winged warbler (Vermivora
chrysoptera), blue winged warbler (Vermivora pinus), purple –fringed orchid (Platanthera psycodes),
yellow lady’s slipper (Cypripedium calceolus var. parviflorum) and balsam fir (Abies balsamea) are also
present. This complex is identified as having locally significant winter cover areas for wildlife and
waterfowl production.
Timber, commercial fish, bullfrogs, snapping turtles and furbearers (muskrat, mink, raccoon, red fox,
striped skunk, white-tailed jack rabbit, eastern cottontail, gray squirrel) are also all found within the
complex limits.
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Photograph 2-5 - View of SWT3-2: Willow thicket
swamp located on private lands.

Photograph 2-6 – View of small purple fringed orchid within
SWT3-2: Willow thicket swamp community.

Photograph 2-7 - View of SAM 1: Aquatic community
along Township Road No.3.

Photograph 2-8 - View of Outdoor Interpretation center run by
Thames Valley District School Board.

Photograph 2-9 – View of SWD6-2: Swamp community
along Township Road No.3.

Photograph 2-10 - View of SWD 6-2: Silver maple swamp
community within the interior of the wetland on TEMA
property.
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Eastwood Non-provincially Significant Wetland

This wetland, 7.1 hectares in size, was formally evaluated back in July 1987 by John Murray and Rich
Johns. Made up of both swamp (50%) and marsh (50%) communities, this wetland is a palustrine sitetype. At the time, no rare species were observed. The Evaluation Score totaled 419 points where the
majority of points were scored within the Biological Component.
For this Ecological Resources Background Study, no investigations were undertaken within wetland
communities of Eastwood wetland east of Highway 401 due to land access not being granted. However,
investigations were undertaken as part of TEMA’s Proposed Woodstock Manufacturing Facility
Environmental Impact Study west of Highway 401 and MTO’s Transportation Environmental Study
Report east of Highway 401. Wetland communities within the Eastwood Wetland are described in detail
in Table 2-3.

Photograph 2-11 - View of MAS 2-1: Cattail Mineral
Shallow Marsh Type on TEMA property.

Photograph 2-12 - View of MAS 2-4: Broad-leaved
Sedge Mineral Shallow Marsh Type on TEMA property.

Photograph 2-13 - View of SWT 2-9: Gray Dogwood Mineral
Thicket Swamp Type on TEMA property.
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Table 2-3: Wetland Communities within Eastwood Wetland
Location

ELC Code

Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general site
conditions

SWT 2-9: Gray Dogwood
Mineral Thicket Swamp Type

Canopy (100% shrubs): gray dogwood, alternateleaved dogwood (Cornus alternifolia), red-osier
dogwood, wild black currant (Ribes americanum),
red ash

This community is located on TEMA’s property west of
Highway 401 and essentially surrounds marsh
communities.
Vernal pooling occurs throughout this community.

Groundcover:
Canada
anemone
(Anemone
canadensis), jack-in-the-pulpit, jewelweed, blueflag,
sensitive fern, reed canary grass, skunk cabbage.

Eastwood
Wetland

Dominant vegetation form: tall shrubs
Other vegetation forms: herbaceous plants, narrow
leaved emergents, deciduous trees
MAS 2-4:
Broad-leaved
Sedge Mineral Shallow Marsh
Type

Emergents: lakebank sedge, fringed sedge (Carex
crinita) and cyperus-like sedge (Carex pseudocyperus)

This community is also located on TEMA’s property west
of Highway 401. It occurs along the marsh edges where
water is more shallow.

Aquatic: duckweed (Lemna minor)
Dominant vegetation form: narrow leaved emergents
Other forms: aquatics with a floating leaf
40% Open Water
Project # 92422
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Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general site
conditions

MAS 2-1: Cattail Mineral
Shallow Marsh Type

Emergents: broadleaf cattail (Typha latifolia), reedcanary grass (Phalaris arundinacea), broad-leaved
sedge species (Carex sp)

This community occurs within the central marsh patch
west of Highway 401 and within small patches within a
larger woodland east of Highway 401.

Aquatic floating: duckweed

The communities east of Highway 401 were only
identified to Ecosite level (i.e. MAS) and were not
observed for this Ecological Resources Background
Study.

Shrubs: red osier dogwood, gray dogwood, red ash
Dominant vegetation form: robust emergents
Other vegetation forms: narrow-leaved emergents,
aquatics with a floating leaf , tall shrubs, deciduous
trees
Willow Thicket

Canopy: willow and dogwood shrubs, elm trees
Groundcover: jewelweed, grass species
Dominant vegetation form: low shrubs

This community occurs east of Highway 401 within a
larger woodland patch.
This community was not
observed for this Ecological Resources Background
Study. Only wetland evaluation criteria were used to
define the communities and therefore, no ELC
designation was determined.

Other vegetation forms: deciduous trees, herbaceous
plants, narrow leaved emergents
Willow Thicket with dead
deciduous trees

Canopy: willow and silver maple trees
Groundcover: jewelweed
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This community occurs east of Highway 401 within a
larger woodland patch.
This community was not
observed for this Ecological Resources Background
Study. Only wetland evaluation criteria were used to
define the communities and therefore, no ELC
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ELC Code

31

Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general site
conditions

Dominant vegetation form: dead deciduous trees

designation was determined.

Other vegetation forms: deciduous trees, herbaceous
plants
Ash/Poplar Swamp

Canopy: ash and poplar trees, dogwood shrubs
Groundcover: wild grape (Vitis sp), grasses, sedges
Dominant Vegetation form: deciduous trees
Other vegetation forms:
narrow leaved emergents

Forb Marsh

This community occurs east of Highway 401 within a
larger woodland patch.
This community was not
observed for this Ecological Resources Background
Study. Only wetland evaluation criteria were used to
define the communities and therefore, no ELC
designation was determined.

tall shrubs, low shrubs,

Emergents/Aquatics: mixed herbs, grasses, cattails,
water
plantain
(Alisma
plantago-aquatica),
duckweed, cattail,
Dominant vegetation form: herbaceous plants

This community occurs east of Highway 401 within a
larger woodland patch.
This community was not
observed for this Ecological Resources Background
Study. Only wetland evaluation criteria were used to
define the communities and therefore, no ELC
designation was determined.

Other vegetation forms: narrow leaved emergents,
robust emergents, broad-leaved emergents, free
floating plants
Meadow Marsh

Groundcover: wild carrot
Emergents: grasses, sedges, cattails
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This community occurs east of Highway 401 within a
larger woodland patch.
This community was not
observed for this Ecological Resources Background
Study. Only wetland evaluation criteria were used to
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ELC Code

32

Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general site
conditions

Dominant vegetation form: herbaceous plants

define the communities and
designation was determined.

therefore,

no

ELC

Other vegetation forms: narrow leaved emergents,
robust emergents
Moss Marsh

Emergents: cattails, grasses, sedges
Groundcover: mosses
Dominant vegetation form: mosses

This community occurs east of Highway 401 within a
larger woodland patch.
This community was not
observed for this Ecological Resources Background
Study. Only wetland evaluation criteria were used to
define the communities and therefore, no ELC
designation was determined.

Other vegetation form: robust emergents, narrowleaved emergents
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BB2D Non-provincially Significant Wetland Patch

This wetland, 6.7 hectares in size, was formally evaluated back in July 1987 by John Murray and Rich
Johns. Made up of both swamp (34%) and marsh (66%) communities, this wetland is a palustrine sitetype. It is approximately 3 kilometres away from the Gordon-Pittock Reservoir. At the time, no rare
species were observed. The Evaluation Score totaled 291 points where the majority of points were scored
within the Biological Component.
Field investigations were conducted within the BB2D Wetland Patch on May 17th, 2006. The focus of
these investigations was to update wetland community boundaries (last mapped in 1986) and obtain a
spring season vegetation inventory.
The patch overall contains a mixture of both upland and wetland communities including upland forest,
deciduous swamp, swamp thicket, meadow marsh and open aquatic. Several intermittent streams were
observed throughout conveying seasonal water flow towards swamp and aquatic communities located
within the southern portion of the patch. The lay of the land is situated so that overland flow is also
directed to the patch.
Both Wetland and Upland communities within the BB2D Wetland Patch are described within Table 2-4
below.
The exterior wetland boundaries have not changed considerably since they were last evaluated, however,
some additional communities have been added internally. Wetland communities are situated within the
eastern portion of the patch.
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Table 2-4: Communities within BB2D Non-provincially Significant Wetland
Location

ELC Code

Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general
site conditions

Wetland Communities
MAM 3-2: Reed-Canary
Grass Organic Meadow
Marsh Type
BB2D Nonprovincially
significant
Wetland,

Canopy: Manitoba maple (Acer negundo),
Willow (Salix sp.), elderberry (Sambucus
canadensis), dogwood (Cornus sp)
Emergent: Canary reed
arundica), cattail (Typha sp),

grass

(Phalaris

Groundcover: Dandelion (Taraxcum sp) and
clover (Trifolium sp) species.

West of Oxford
County Road No. 4

Dominant vegetation
emergents.
Other vegetation
deciduous trees.
MAM 3-2: Reed-Canary
Grass Organic Meadow
Marsh Type

form:

forms:

Narrow

Tall

leaved

shrubs,

and

Canopy: Red-osier and gray dogwood (Cornus
stolonifera, Cornus racemosa).
Emergent: Reed canary grass, cattail
Dominant vegetation form:
emergents.

Project # 92422

At a landscape point of view looking at the
community shape and location, it seems that overland
flow enters the patch through this community,
especially during heavy rain events and spring melt.
One soil pit was dug within a central location of this
community revealing a silty/sandy clay layer over a
humic organic layer containing an abundant amount
of shell fragments. This suggests the presence of a
historical marsh community that has since been silted
over.
A result perhaps from adjacent farming
practices. Mottling was prominent starting at a 45
centimetre depth and water seepage began at a 70
centimetre depth.

At time of investigations, an American toad (Bufus
americana), chorus frog (Pseudacris maculata),
mourning dove (Zenaida macroura) and Canada
goose (Branta canadensis) were observed.

Narrow leaved
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Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general
site conditions

Other vegetation forms: Robust emergents, and
tall shrubs.
MAS: Broad Leaved Sedge
Community Type.

Canopy: Silver maple (Acer saccharinum),
dogwood species
Emergent: Sedge species, blue flag (Iris
versicolour)
Groundcover: Jewelweed (Impatiens capensis).
Aquatic: Pond weed (Potamogetan sp)
Dominant vegetation
emergents.

form:

Narrow

leaved

Other vegetation forms: Tall shrubs, deciduous
trees, and herbaceous plants.

SWT:
Willow
Thicket
Swamp Community Type.

Canopy: Ash species, willow, red-osier dogwood
and elderberry shrubs.

Chorus frogs were heard and red winged black birds
(Agelaius phoeniceus) were observed.

Emergent: cattail species, canary reed grass,
Groundcover: equisetum species, goldenrod
species, jewelweed and mint species
Project # 92422
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ELC Code

36

Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general
site conditions

Dominant vegetation form: Tall shrubs.
Other vegetation forms: Narrow leaved
emergents, herbaceous plants, and low shrub.
SWT 2-9: Gray Dogwood
Mineral Thicket Swamp
Type.

Canopy: Gray dogwood, black cherry, willow
species;

A test soil pit was dug revealing a silty clay loam
texture and water seepage at 20 centimeters depth.

Groundcover: Field horsetail (Equisetum
pratense), yellow ladyslipper (Cypripedium
calceolus var. parviflorum), marsh blue violet
(Viola cucullata), sensitive fern (Onoclea
sensibilis), trout lily (Erythronium americanum),
and jewelweed

American toads and chorus frogs were heard
throughout.
This community is considered Provincially Significant
according to the Natural Heritage Information
Centre’s datatbase developed by the Ministry of
Natural Resources.

Emergent: Sedge species.
Dominant vegetation form: Tall shrubs.
Other vegetation forms: Deciduous trees, and
herbaceous plants.
SWD:
Silver
Maple
Deciduous Swamp Type.

Canopy: Silver maple trees.
Emergent: Broad leaved sedge,
Groundcover: Marsh blue violet, sensitive fern
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ELC Code

37

Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general
site conditions

Dominant vegetation form: Herbaceous plants.
Other vegetation forms: Narrow
emergents, and herbaceous plants.
Open Water.

leaved

A fairly large pond almost 0.5 hectares in size is
located within the southern portion of the patch.

During the daytime, approximately 6 American toad
individuals and 5 chorus frog individuals were heard.

Upland Communities
BB2D Nonprovincially
significant
Wetland,
West of Oxford
County Road No. 4

Project # 92422

CUT 1-4: Gray Dogwood Canopy: Gray dogwood, black cherry,
Cultural Thicket Type.
english hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna),
common apple (Malus pumila),
Ground cover: Red raspberry (Rubus
idaeus), Virginia strawberry, (Fragaria
virginiana), buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica),
and wild grape (Vitis sp).
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ELC Code
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Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general
site conditions

CUT 1-4 Gray Dogwood Canopy: Cedar species, silver maple and
Cultural Thicket Type and choke cherry trees
CUM 1-1: Dry-Moist Old
Ground cover: Field pussy toes (Antennaria
Field Meadow Type
neglecta), goldenrod (Solidago sp), yarrow
(Achillea millefolium ssp. millefolium).
FOD 6-4: Fresh-Moist Canopy: Sugar maple, white elm (Ulmus
Sugar Maple-White Elm americana), black cherry.
Deciduous Forest Type
FOD 5: Dry-Fresh Sugar Canopy: Sugar maple species with basswood
Maple Deciduous Forest (Tilia americana), white ash (Fraxinus
Ecosite.
americana), black cherry associates.
Groundcover: Garlic mustard (Alliaria
petiolata), trillium (Trillium sp), jack-in-thepulpit (Arisaema triphyllum), running
strawberry (Euonymus obovata) and Virginia
creeper.
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ELC Code

39

Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general
site conditions

CUT1: Mineral Cultural Canopy: Buckthorn, hawthorn species, white
Thicket Ecosite.
elm, ash species, black cherry.
Groundcover: strawberry, and dandelion
species.
CUP3:
Plantation
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Coniferous Canopy: Pine species.
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Photograph 2-14 - View of MAM 2-2: Read-Canary
grass Mineral Meadow Marsh Type

Photograph 2-15 - View of small yellow ladies slipper within
SWT 2-9: Gray Dogwood Mineral Thicket Swamp Type

Photograph 2-16 - View of SWT 2-9: Gray Dogwood
Mineral Thicket Swamp Type

Photograph 2-17 - View of SWD 6-2: Silver Maple Swamp
Type. The open water pond is located
behind the foreground trees.

k)

l)

Photograph 2-18 – View of MAS 2-6: Board-leaved Sedge
Community Type
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Section 4 - UTRCA Lands

These lands are located within the top northwestern corner of the subject lands. It contains, for the most
part, blocks of coniferous plantation with some deciduous plantation. The Lampman-Lock Drain flows
through the western part of this patch and outlets into the Gordon-Pittock Reservoir. Along the edge of
the Drain, riparian communities such as willow stands and cattail marsh occur.
An area planted with deciduous trees has been established as a memorial forest, called the “Woodstock
Memorial Forest” by the City of Woodstock, Upper Thames River Conservation Authority and R.D.
Longworth Funeral Home. Established bike trails also run along the northern edge of the patch, near the
Reservoir.
The vegetation communities within UTRCA lands are described within Table 2-5 below.
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Table 2-5: Communities within UTRCA lands
Location

ELC Code

Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general
site conditions

Vegetation Communities
UTRCA Lands
West of Oxford
County Road No. 4
and south of the
Gordon-Pittock
Reservoir

CUP 3-3:
Scots Pine
Coniferous Plantation Type

Canopy: Scot’s pine (Pinus sylvestris)

This community is the dominant community within
UTRCA’s lands. About ten blocks occur.

CUP 1-3: Black Walnut
Deciduous Plantation Type

Canopy: black walnut (Juglans nigra), eastern
white cedar (Thuja occidentalis)

Select patches of planted black walnut trees with
cedar trees occur amongst the Scot’s pine coniferous
plantation blocks.

FOD 5-7: Dry-Fresh Sugar
Maple – Black Cherry
Deciduous Forest Type

Canopy/subcanopy: sugar maple, black cherry
bitternut hickory, basswood, American beech,
buckthorn
(Rhamnus
cathartica),
ash
regeneration, black currant, red currant,

This community occurs right adjacent to Oxford
County Road No. 4 near the Gordon-Pittock
Reservoir.

Groundcover:
bloodroot
(Sanguinaria
canadensis), may apple (Podophyllum peltatum),
wild leek, yellow trout lily (Erythronium
americanum), Canada anemone (Anemone
canadensis), broad leaved sedge (Carex sp.)
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It is a typical upland sugar maple community with
some lowland areas where intermittent drainage is
conveyed to the Reservoir.
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Location

ELC Code

Species List

Rare plant species/ wildlife occurrences/ general
site conditions

FOD 8-1:
Fresh-Moist
Poplar Deciduous Forest
Type

Canopy/Subcanopy: trembling aspen, black
cherry, basswood, willow
Groundcover:
may apple

MAM 2-6: Broad-leaved
Sedge Mineral Meadow
Marsh Type/ MAS 2:
Mineral Shallow Marsh
Type/ CUM 1-1: Cultural
Meadow Type

skunk cabbage, sensitive fern,

Aquatic: water plantain, duckweed
Emergent: lakebank sedge, awl fruited sedge
(Carex stipata), Canada bluejoint (Calamagrostis
canadensis)
Groundcover:
goldenrod (Solidago sp),
common
milkweed
(Asclepias
syriaca),
Philadelphia fleabane (Erigeron philadelphicus)

MAS 2: Cattail Shallow
Marsh Type

Project # 92422

Emergent:
cattail

This community occurs along the edge of the
Lampman-Lock drain and the Gordon-Pittock
Reservoir.

narrow-leaved

and

broad-leaved

These communities occur along specific zones of a
tributary of Lampman-Lock Drain which starts at
Oxford County Road No. 4.
These don’t occur as a mosaic, but in specific zones
along the tributary where MAS 2 is in the
watercourse, MAM 2-6 is right along the edge and
CUM 1-1 occurred further up the bank and along topof-bank. These were grouped together because
individually were too small to delineate.

This community occurs along the edge of the
Reservoir and the Lampman-Lock Drain.
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Photograph 2-19 - View of FOD 5-7: Dry – Fresh
Sugar Maple-Black Cherry Deciduous Forest Type

Photograph 2-20 – View of ‘Woodstock Memorial Forest’

Photograph 2-21 - View of edge of outlet of
Lampman-Lock Drain. Riparian communities consist
of poplar trees and cattail.

Photograph 2-22 – Close up of painted turtle.

Photograph 2-23 – View of CUP 3-3: Scots Pine
Coniferous Plantation Type with temporary shelter.

Photograph 2-24 - View of CUM 1-1: Cultural Meadow along
drainage channel.
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Section 5 – Miscellaneous Patches East of Highway 401

This section describes those vegetation patches that were not described above as part of identified natural
heritage features east of Highway 401.
These areas include:
¾ the Ministry of Transportation patch located adjacent to Highway 401
¾ the isolated woodland which houses marsh communities of Eastwood Wetland
¾ woodland communities surrounding Vansittart Woods PSW
¾ woodland communities located on lands owned by the Ministry of Natural Resources
Ministry of Transportation Woodland Patch
This patch is located in the northeast corner of Oxford County Road No. 2 and Highway 401. It contains
a mixture of common community types including white pine coniferous plantation, a poplar forest stand,
a cultural woodland of Manitoba maple and cultural meadow. A channelized watercourse runs through
this patch where reed canary grass and goldenrod species dominate. The following is a brief description
of delineated ELC communities within this patch:
CUP 3-2: White Pine Coniferous Plantation Type – this community was the dominant community
within the patch and consisted of white pine trees.
FOD 8-1: Fresh-Moist Poplar Deciduous Forest Type – a fairly young community with maturing
trembling aspen and cottonwood trees.
CUW1: Cultural Woodland Type – this community occurs where a house/barn used to be. Concrete
foundation still exists surrounded by Manitoba maple trees, staghorn sumac, sugar maple trees and white
elm.
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Dry-Moist Old Field Meadow Type – this community surrounds the channalized

watercourse and consists mainly of goldenrod and reed canary grass.
Isolated Woodland surrounding Eastwood Wetland marsh patches
Only the northern portion of this woodland was accessible. Communities included a mixed deciduous
sugar maple stand and a moist silver maple stand along the edge. These communities were defined into
ELC units as follows:
FOD 6-5: Fresh-Moist Sugar Maple-Hardwood Deciduous Forest Type – this community mainly
contains sugar maple, American beech, white elm, bitternut hickory (Carya cordiformis) and black cherry
trees. Groundcover consists of may apple, bloodroot, zig-zag goldenrod and sensitive fern. Some vernal
pooling was observed in low spots.
SWD 3-2: Silver Maple Mineral Deciduous Forest Type – this community contains a mixture of silver
maple and white elm trees. Ground cover consists of marsh marigold, sensitive fern narrow-leaved sedge
and jack-in-the-pulpit.
Using aerial photograph interpretation and the Eastwood Wetland Evaluation, the rest of the southern
portion of the patch seems to contain communities which prefer moist conditions. Drainage within the
area is directed to a pond to the south east of the patch.
Woodland Communities Surrounding Vansittart Woods PSW
Those communities directly connected to the Vansittart Woods PSW, from what was observed, consist of
sugar maple upland communities and are delineated as follows:
FOD 5-2: Dry-Fresh Sugar Maple Beech Deciduous Forest Type - vegetation communities consist of
dominant sugar maple (Acer saccharinum) with bur oak (Quercus macrocarpa), American beech (Fagus
grandifolia) trees; hawthorn (Crataegus sp.), witch hazel (Hamamelis virginiana), sugar maple
regeneration, American beech regeneration shrubs; wild leek (Allium tricoccum), wild lily of the valley
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(Maianthemum canadense), and trillium (Trillium sp) groundcover species, all of which prefer dry soil
conditions.
FOD 5-7: Dry-Fresh Sugar Maple – Black Cherry Deciduous Forest Type – this community consists
of sugar maple and black cherry trees. Groundcover consists of trillium, wild leek and wild lily of the
valley.
Woodland communities owned by Ministry of Natural Resources
This community located along the south side of Highway 401, north of Old Township Road No.2,
consists mainly of coniferous plantation communities

Representative Photographs

Photograph 2-25 - View of FOD 5-2: Sugar Maple-

Photograph 2-26 - View of FOD 6-5: Fresh-Moist Sugar

Beech Deciduous Forest Type.

Maple – Hardwood Deciduous Forest Type.
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Photograph 2-27 - View of FOD 5-7 Dry – Fresh

Photograph 2-28 - View of eastern garter snake inside FOD 5-

Sugar Maple - Black Cherry Deciduous forest Type.

2 community.

Photograph 2-29 - View of small patch with silver

Photograph 2-30 - View of CUW 1: Cultural Woodland Type

maple, pin cherry and black ash trees.

within MTO patch adjacent to Highway 401
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Section 6 – Miscellaneous Patches West of Highway 401

This section describes those vegetation patches that were not described above as part of identified natural
heritage features west of Highway 401.
These areas include:
• Small isolated woodlands and hedgerows, and
• Woodland communities surrounding Vansittart Woods PSW
Small isolated woodlands
West of Highway 401, several small isolated woodlands exist. These are located south of Township Road
No. 2, north of Oxford County Road No. 35, a hedgerow adjacent to BB2D Wetland patch and north of
Township Road No. 2.
All of these patches contain upland habitat with sugar maple trees. Pictures of these patches are provided
below.

Photograph 2-31 - hedgerow adjacent to BB2D patch

Photograph 2-32 - View of small woodland patch along sough

with sugar maple and black cherry trees.

side of Township Road No2 with sugar maple, black cherry and
basswood trees.
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Photograph 2-33 – View of a small triangular patch
with sugar maple trees.

Woodland Communities Surrounding Vansittart Woods PSW west of Highway 401
Those communities directly connected to the Vansittart Woods PSW, from what was observed, consist of
sugar maple upland communities and are delineated as follows:
FOM 3-2: Dry-Fresh Sugar Maple-Hemlock Mixed Forest Type – this community surrounds the
lands utilized for the Outdoors Education Centre run by Thames Valley District School Board and
consists of a mixture of sugar maple and hemlock trees. Groundcover is sparse, but consists of trillium,
wild leek, sensitive fern and narrow-leaved sedge species.
CUP 3-2: White Pine Coniferous Plantation – this community occurs along the northern edge of
Highway 401, near TEMA’s property.
CUP 1-3: Black Walnut Deciduous Plantation Type – this community has been left to regenerate and
consists of mature black walnut trees with groundcover comprised of wild grape, red raspberry,
blackberry, periwinkle and Virginia creeper.
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CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Environmental constraints are generally defined as features within which development is prohibited, or
not recommended based on the rarity or significance of the feature or the functions/processes provided by
that feature. Environmental constraints can be categorized based on the degree of constraint they present
from highest to lowest constraint. For the East Woodstock Secondary Plan and Design Study, we have
categorized constraints as: High, Medium-high, Medium-low, Low, and No constraint.
The levels of constraint applied to the subject lands for the Woodstock East Lands Design Study are
defined below:
High Constraint:

Highly significant ecological or environmental features within which
development is prohibited. Prohibition of development within high
constraint areas is mandated by Provincial or Federal legislation (i.e.
Provincial Policy Statement under the Planning Act, Federal
Fisheries Act, …).

Medium-high Constraint: Significant ecological or environmental features within which it is
strongly recommended that development not be permitted, and
where development may only proceed if an Environmental Impact
Study has demonstrated no net impact on the features and functions
for which the area has been identified. The requirement for
demonstration of no net impact is required by the Provincial Policy
Statement’s Natural Heritage Policy. Medium-high constraint
features may be considered significant at a Provincial or County
level. Loss of the feature or portions of the feature would require
significant compensation.
Medium-low Constraint:

Features that are not considered important at a Provincial or County
level, but may be locally uncommon, limited or that may serve an
important ecological function. Local approval or permitting may be
required. Compensation for loss is generally required, but may be
determined on a site by site case.

Low Constraint:

Features that are common or are in early stages of succession, or that
are so small in size (<0.5 ha) that they are not considered to be
viable. Approval and compensation are not required for
development within these areas.
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Areas that lack ecological or environmental features and areas that
do not provide ecological functions. No compensation or approval
required.

Table 3-1 provides an outline of the types of features that qualify for each constraint level.
The above constraint levels were applied to the East Woodstock Secondary Plan and Design Study lands
and are generally delineated on Map 3-1 entitled “Natural Heritage Constraints”. The following briefly
outlines the application of the above constraint levels to the study area as indicated on the map.
High Constraint
The most significant constraint within the study area limits is the VanSittart Woods Provincially
Significant Wetland (PSW) identified as a High Constraint (dark blue shading). The VanSittart Woods
PSW is the most dominant natural feature within the study area. The areas designated as high constraint
not only include the limits of this wetland community, but also edge communities surrounding the feature.
These communities are important to keep for the preservation of the overall wetland due to them
providing 1) different habitat types for resident/migrating wildlife and 2) buffer areas for the wetland
communities.
Medium-high Constraints
Features categorized as Medium-high Constraints (dark green shading) include portions of the LampmanLock Drain, Locally Significant Woodlands (as identified on the County OP), areas adjacent to the
Gordon-Pittock Reservoir, areas adjacent to the VanSittart Woods PSW and patches that include portions
of the BB2 Wetland and Eastwood Wetland.
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Map 3-1: Natural Heritage Constraints
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Medium-Low Constraints
Medium-low Constraints (light green) within the study area limits include portions of the Lampman-Lock
Drain, plantation patches along the Gordon-Pittock Reservoir, portions of the Eastwood Wetland and
woodland patches not identified on the County’s Official Plan. In some cases, features were categorized
at a higher level to be conservative. Field investigations will refine these boundaries and
confirm/redesignate constraint levels.
Low Constraints
Areas identified as Low Constraints (yellow) include various successional vegetation communities, small
wooded patches, and larger hedgerows. These areas are not considered to be prohibited from development
and no approvals or compensation measures are required for these areas.
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Table 3-1: East Woodstock Lands Design Study Natural Heritage Constraints
Constraint
Level

Qualifying Features

Site-specific
Features:
East Woodstock Design
Study Area

Requirements
for
Avoidance,
Approvals,
Compensation
&
Mitigation

High Constraint

 Provincially Significant
Wetlands (PSW)
 Endangered & Threatened
Species Habitat
 Permanent Type 1 Fish Habitat
for Sensitive Species (i.e. brook
trout)

 Van Sittart PSW and
edge
communities

 Development not permitted; No
approvals required

Medium – High
Constraint

 Type 1 Fish Habitat –spawning
habitat
 Significant Woodlands
 Significant Valleylands
 Significant Wildlife Habitat
 Significant Areas of Natural and
Scientific Interest (ANSIs)
 Non-provincially Significant
Wetlands
 Features identified as significant
in the Oxford County Natural
Heritage Strategy.

 Northern pike
spawning habitat in
Lampman-Lock Drain
 Portions of the
Lampman-Lock Drain
near the GordonPittock Reservoir
 Significant Woodland
(N of Twp Rd 2)
 Significant Woodland
adjacent to VanSittart
PSW
 Vegetation patches
which include portions
of BB2 Wetland and
Eastwood Wetland
 UTRCA lands along
Gordon-Pittock
Reservoir

 Fisheries Act Authorization
required; compensation & buffers
required
 EIS required; Tree cutting permit;
site-specific compensation buffers
& required

Medium – Low
Constraint

 Type 2 Fish Habitat
 Non-provincially Significant
Wetland
 Non-significant Woodlands
 Conservation Priority Species
Habitat
 Type 3 Fish Habitat

 Lampman-Lock Drain
(permanent flow areas)
 Portions of the
Eastwood Wetland
 Small isolated
woodlands and
hedgerows west of
Highway 401
 MTO Patch north of
Oxford County Road
No. 2 and east of
Highway No. 401
 Plantation patches near
the Gordon-Pittock
Reservoir
 Woodland (S Rd 2)
 Flood lines

 Fisheries Act Authorization
required; compensation/restoration
& buffers required
 compensation for wetland loss may
be recommended
 Tree cutting permit required;
compensation for tree loss may be
required
 Cut and Fill Permit required
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Low Constraint






Early successional vegetation
Plantations
Intermittent watercourses
Marginal Avifauna Habitat

 Various successional
patches throughout site

 No approvals required; No
compensation required or
recommended

No Constraint






Agricultural land
hedge-rows
swales & tile drains
Agricultural or golf course
ponds

 Wheat-fields, cornfields, pasture, etc.
 Various hedgerows
throughout the site
 Golf course ponds

 No approvals required; No
compensation required or
recommended

Wetlands are defined in the Provincial Policy Statement as “lands that are seasonally or permanently flooded by shallow water
as well as lands where the water table is close to or at the surface. In either case the presence of abundant water has caused the
formation of hydric soils and has favoured the dominance of either hydrophytic or water tolerant plants. The four major types of
wetlands are swamps, marshes, bogs and fens”.
Provincially Significant and Non-provincially Significant Wetlands - With respect to significance on a Provincial scale,
wetlands are assessed a value based on scoring conducted using the Ontario Wetland Evaluation System (Southern Manual).
PSWs are those that have accumulated 600 points or more and Non PSWs are those that have accumulated 599 points or less
(1000 points is maximum). The scoring and points system is a combined total that takes into account many roles that wetlands
play in the functioning of natural ecological processes as well as the social and economic values that wetlands provide to people.
Type 1 Fish Habitat (Critical): habitats that are rare, or highly sensitive to the potential impacts of development, or limit fish
productivity either directly or indirectly (e.g. spawning, rearing, nursery of important species to the industry or rare species,
constricted migration routes, groundwater upwelling). A minimum 30 meter natural buffer should be maintained between any
development and a Type 1 watercourse
Type 2 Fish Habitat (Important): habitats that are moderately sensitive to the potential impacts of development and, although
important to fish populations, do not limit the productivity of fish either directly or indirectly (e.g. intermittent streams, feeding
or open areas not used for spawning, waterbodies comprised of fish species that are considered common or not important to the
industry). A minimum 15 meter natural buffer should be maintained between any development and a Type 2 watercourse.
Type 3 Fish Habitat (Marginal): habitats that are marginal or highly degraded, and currently do not contribute directly to fish
productivity, based on fish community management objectives (e.g. presence of physical or chemical barriers, extreme
alterations, polluted or areas of constant disturbance). A minimum 15 meter natural buffer should be maintained between any
development and a Type 3 watercourse (OMNR, 1996)
HADD - Harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of fish habitat as prohibited under Section 35(1) of the Fisheries Act.
Alteration = any change in habitat that reduces its capacity to support one or more life processes of fish but does not
permanently eliminate habitat
Disruption = any temporary change in habitat that reduces its capacity to support one or more life processes of fish
Destruction = a permanent change that renders the habitat unsuitable for the production of fish
Fisheries Act Authorization - HADD as a result of development/construction works approved and permitted by the Minister of
Fisheries and Oceans Canada under Section 35(2) of the Fisheries Act.
Mitigation = actions taken during the planning, design, construction and operation of works and undertakings to alleviate
potential adverse effects.
Compensation = replacement of natural habitat, increase in the productivity of existing habitat where mitigation techniques are
not adequate to maintain habitats (i.e. replace lost productive capacity)
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NATURAL HERITAGE STRATEGY

The following section outlines the recommended Natural Heritage Strategy for the East Woodstock
Design Study. The Strategy is based on the identification of natural heritage areas that meet criteria for
inclusion as significant components of Oxford County’s Natural Heritage System. The Natural Heritage
Strategy includes the following components:
¾

Recommendations for Environmental Protection Areas,

¾

Recommendations for areas requiring an Environmental Impact Study,

¾

Recommendations for restoration and corridor linkage opportunities.

Map 4-1 depicts the Natural Heritage Strategy for the East Woodstock Design Study area.
Those features which are not recommended for protection under this Natural Heritage Strategy are either
smaller than 2 hectares, have a high percentage of invasive species and or they contain common
communities with little value in terms of wildlife habitat. Those features which do not have rationale fro
protection include: the small isolated wooded area west of Highway 401 and the MTO wooded area.

4.1

Environmental Protection Areas

The determination of areas requiring protection as Environmental Protection Areas (EPA) within the East
Woodstock Design Study subject lands is based on Provincial or Federal legislative requirements for
protection from development, County of Oxford Official Plan Environmental Policies for protection, and
recommendations based on the findings of this Ecological Background Study. These areas are afforded
varying levels of protection based on the relative strength of legislative requirements from most restrictive
to least restrictive. The three levels are identified and discussed in the following sections.
4.1.1

Environmental Protection Areas – Level 1

Level 1 Environmental Protection Areas (EPA) are those areas that are required to be protected from
development based on Provincial legislation or policy. Level 1 EPAs include features outlined in the
Provincial Policy Statement’s Natural Heritage Policies and Environmental Protection Areas designated
in the County of Oxford’s Official Plan. Level 1 protection is considered absolute. In the case of the
present subject lands, the only area that is identified as a Level 1 EPA is the Vansittart Woods
Provincially Significant Wetland.
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Map 4-1: Natural Heritage Strategy
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Vansittart Woods Wetland is protected from development by the Provincial Policy Statement’s Natural
Heritage Policy and the Provincial Wetland Policy under the Province of Ontario’s Planning Act.
NHS Recommendation 1.1 – Level 1 Environmental Protection Areas – Vansittart Woods
Provincially Significant Wetland
 As a Level 1 Environmental Protection Area, the Vansittart Woods Provincially Significant
Wetland is to be protected from development of any kind. Permitted activities within the
wetland area include conservation practices, restoration, educational and recreational
initiatives that are consistent with the protection of the wetland and its functions.
4.1.2

Environmental Protection Areas – Level 2

Level 2 Environmental Protection Areas (EPAs) are those natural heritage features that are identified as
Locally Significant within the County of Oxford’s Official Plan, those that are required for protection
under the Federal Fisheries Act or are those identified as Medium-High Constraint within this East
Woodstock Secondary Plan and Design Study: Natural Heritage Background Study. While protection of
Level 2 EPAs is not absolutely required in legislation or Official Plan policies, it is highly recommended
that Level 2 EPAs are protected from development. The features identified as Level 2 EPAs include 1)
identified Locally Significant Woodlands as identified under Oxford County’s Official Plan, 2) BB2D
Wetland, 3) Eastwood Wetland communities, 4) Type 2 Fish Habitat within the Lampman-Lock Drain,
5)Woodland communities surrounding Eastwood Wetland east of Highway 401 and 6) UTRCA lands.
The locally significant woodlands as identified under Oxford County’s Official Plan straddle Highway
401 north of Old Township Road No. 2 and south of Township Road No. 3. These woodlands are
comprised of regenerating forest communities where development within these is not recommended.
NHS Recommendation 1.2 – Level 2 Environmental Protection Areas – Locally Significant
Woodlands
 As a Level 2 Environmental Protection Area, the Locally Significant Woodlands situated
along Highway 401 between Old Township Road No. 2 and Township Road No.3 are to be
protected from development unless it is demonstrated that the development will not have a
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significant negative impact on the feature and its functions. Exceptions to the prohibition
from development include infrastructure such as utilities and local roadways.
The BB2D Wetland (Non-Provincially Signficant Wetland) contains a variety of marsh and swamp type
communities comprised of swamp thicket, deciduous thicket, meadow marsh and open water.

A

Provincially Significant Gray Dogwood Thicket Swamp (SWT 2-9) also occurs within this wetland.
Considering that these communities, along with the associated upland communities demonstrate Locally
Significant Natural Heritage features, as identified in Section 3.2.4.1 in the County of Oxford’s Official
Plan, development within this area is not recommended.
NHS Recommendation 1.3 – Level 2 Environmental Protection Areas – BB2D Wetland
 As a Level 2 Environmental Protection Area, the BB2D Wetland is recommended for
protection from development unless it is demonstrated that development will not have a
significant negative impact on the feature and its functions.
 It is also recommended that the BB2D Wetland be identified as a Locally Significant Natural
Heritage Feature within Oxford County.

The Eastwood Wetland (Non-Provincially Significant Wetland) contains marsh and swamp communities
within a larger woodland patch. Development within this area is not recommended. If development
within this area is proposed, compensation for loss of habitat would be recommended.
NHS Recommendation 1.4 – Level 2 Environmental Protection Areas – Eastwood Wetland
 As a Level 2 Environmental Protection Area, the communities of Eastwood Wetland are
recommended for protection from development unless it is demonstrated that development
will not have a significant negative impact on the feature and its functions.
 It is also recommended that the Eastwood Wetland be identified as a Locally Significant
Natural Heritage Feature within Oxford County
Significant Fish Habitat within the study area occurs within Lampman-Lock Drain located between the
Gordan-Pittock Reservoir and TEMA’s property.
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NHS Recommendation 1.5 – Level 2 Environmental Protection Areas – Type 2 Fish Habitat
 As a Level 2 Environmental Protection Area, the Type 2 Fish Habitat within the LampmanLock Drain located between the Gordon-Pittock Reservoir and TEMA’s property is to be
protected from development and enclosure. Crossings where the culvert length is less than
20 metres (i.e. a bridge or over-sized open-bottom box culvert) may be permitted. Channel
alteration is permitted with appropriate approvals and where natural channel restoration is
included.
The woodland communities surrounding the Eastwood Wetland and Vansittart Woods PSW are important
to keep for the preservation of the overall wetland communities due to them providing 1) a variety of
habitat types for resident/migrating wildlife and 2 buffer areas for the wetland communities.

The

preservation of these communities is recommended.
NHS Recommendation 1.6 – Level 2 Environmental Protection Areas – Woodland
Communities surrounding Eastwood Wetland and Vansittart Woods PSW
 As a Level 2 Environmental Protection Area, the woodland communities surrounding the
Eastwood Wetland and Vansittart Woods PSW are recommended for protection from
development and incorporation within the site plan for the East Woodstock Secondary Plan
and Design Study.
 It is also recommended that the woodland communities surrounding Eastwood Wetland be
identified as a Locally Significant Natural Heritage Feature within Oxford County
These woodland and riparian communities located within UTRCA’s lands are comprised of regenerating
forest communities, coniferous plantation and riparian communities. Development is not recommended.

NHS Recommendation 1.7 – Level 2 Environmental Protection Areas – UTRCA Lands
 As a Level 2 Environmental Protection Area, the UTRCA lands are recommended for
protection from development and incorporation within the site plan for the East Woodstock
Secondary Plan and Design Study.
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Environmental Impact Study Requirements

In accordance with the requirements of the County of Oxford’s Official Plan, lands adjacent to areas
identified as Level 1 and Level 2 Environmental Protection require the completion of an Environmental
Impact Study (EIS) prior to the approval of future development. The intent of the EIS is to determine
whether or the extent to which development may be permitted adjacent to a protected feature and to
determine avoidance, mitigation and compensation requirements.
Section 3.2.6.3 of the County of Oxford’s Official Plan provides an outline of the general requirements
for an EIS and should be referred to when conducting an EIS within the study area. These requirements
are as follows:
¾

A description of the proposal and of the existing natural environment that will be affected or that
might reasonably be affected, either directly or indirectly;

¾

Definition of the geographic area to be included in the study;

¾

The environmental effects that might reasonably be expected to occur including any potential for
groundwater or surface water degradation;

¾

A recommendation as to whether the development should be permitted as proposed or whether
alternatives to the proposed development should be considered;

¾

Alternative methods and measures for mitigation of potential negative effects of the proposed
development;

¾

Identification of measures to achieve a net environmental gain for fisheries resources and
recommendations as to how such measures can be incorporated into the proposed development;

¾

A monitoring plan to measure the potential effects on the environment; and

¾

Prior to undertaking the EIS, the applicant must consult with appropriate County guidelines,
Provincial Ministries or Provincial guidelines, the Conservation Authority with jurisdiction or any
other agency or body or qualified individual deemed appropriate for the purpose of defining and
scoping the study requirements.

In addition to the general EIS outline provided by the County’s guidelines, this Natural Heritage Strategy
also provides specific requirements for inclusion in Environmental Impact Studies for the various Natural
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Heritage System Features within the East Woodstock Design Study subject lands. It is intended that
during the “Scoping” stage of the EIS these requirements be incorporated into site-specific EIS Terms of
Reference.
Table 4-1 provides the trigger distances and EIS study requirements specific to each Environmental
Protection Area for the East Woodstock Design Study area.
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Table 4-1: EIS Study Requirements
Feature
Trigger Distance
Level 1Environmental Protection Areas
Vansittart Woods PSW

120 metres from
wetland boundaries

EIS Study Requirements
the

 Boundary confirmation/delineation
 Buffer recommendations
 Habitat
enhancement
and
restoration

 Construction mitigation
 Future
monitoring
recommendations

Level 2Environmental Protection Areas
Locally Significant Woodlands/
Woodland Communities

50 metres from woodland
boundaries

 Boundary confirmation/delineation
 Buffer recommendations
 Habitat
enhancement
and
restoration

 Construction mitigation
 Future
monitoring
recommendations
Locally

Significant

Eastwood

Wetland

50 metres from wetland
boundaries

 Update Wetland Evaluation
 Wetland
Boundary








Locally

Significant

Wetland

BB2D

50 metres from wetland
boundaries











Lampman-Lock Drain

Project # 92422

50 metres from water’s




confirmation/delineation
3 – season vegetation survey
Avifaunal survey
Amphibian survey
Buffer recommendations
Habitat
enhancement
and
restoration
Construction mitigation
Future
monitoring
recommendations
Update Wetland Evaluation
Wetland
Boundary
confirmation/delineation
3 – season vegetation survey
Avifaunal survey
Amphibian survey
Buffer recommendations
Habitat
enhancement
and
restoration
Construction mitigation
Future
monitoring
recommendations
Aquatic habitat mapping
Fish/benthic composition surveys
via electroshock, minnow trap,
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Trigger Distance

EIS Study Requirements

edge

and/or seine netting methods
surveys
via surber
sampling methods
Notation of springs/seeps and/or
any other unique habitats
Collection of water quality
parameters such as temperature,
dissolved
oxygen,
pH
and
conductivity
Boundary confirmation/delineation
Buffer recommendations
Habitat
enhancement
and
restoration
Construction mitigation
Future
monitoring
recommendations

 Benthic



UTRCA Lands

50

metres

woodland/wetland
boundaries

from







Restoration & Corridor Linkage Opportunities

4.3

Looking at the study area overall, restoration initiatives for identified Environmental Protected Areas
should be consistent and have the intent for enhancement of individual features on a whole. These
initiatives are as follows:

NHS Recommendation 3.1 – Level 1 Environmental Protection Areas – Vansittart Woods
PSW
 To fill in gaps and provide additional linkage between patches, plantings of native trees and
shrubs where species recommendations reflect the existing conditions of surrounding
communities.
 Promotion of acquisition of properties adjacent to the PSW by County, Conservation
Authority, Ministry of Natural Resources or other interested parties to increase interior
habitat, provide additional buffers and increase corridor links (i.e. decommission of roads).
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NHS Recommendation 3.2 – Level 2 Environmental Protection Areas – Lampman-Lock Drain
 To increase corridor links between the Vansittart Woods PSW and the Gordon-Pittock
Reservoir.
 Planting recommendations should consider native tree, shrub and grass species along the
riparian/floodline of the watercourse.

Species should reflect existing conditions of

surrounding communities.
 Restoration along the watercourse should have the intent of producing a treed riparian
community.
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CONCLUSION

The Natural Heritage Background Study documented in this report provides the necessary framework for
the protection of natural heritage features and functions within the East Woodstock Lands and provides
direction for environmentally sound planning for the subject lands.
Prepared by:
Earth Tech Canada Inc.

_______________________________

__________________________

Gary A. Epp, B.Sc.(Hons.), M.Sc., Ph.D.
Manager of Ecological Services
Global Environmental Services

Jillian deMan, BSc.
Ecologist
Global Environmental Services

_______________________________
Daniel Knee, B.Sc.
Aquatic & Fisheries Biologist
Global Environmental Services
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